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“Colossal” Stamp Christopher Jobson

March  23,  2021

Designer/Printer:  Craig Jobson
Illustrator:  Lui Ferreyra
Binder:  Craig Jobson  
Publisher:  Craig Jobson at Lark Sparrow Press
Genre:  Faux Stamps
Date Completed:  March 23, 2021.
Stamp Format:  Individual stamps measure approx  1 5/8”  w x 1” h 
Edition Size:  Open edition, print on demand
Production Specifications:  Stamps are color printed on an HP Jet Pro  8110 then perforated.
Sheet Size:  9” x 9”
Number of Images:  16 repeating color stamps 
Signed and Numbered: No
Retail Price:  $45
ISBN:  None
Marketing Description:  This stamp is one of 6 personal faux postage stamps that have been 
published this calendar year. Usually a person is solicited for permission of biographical stamp. 
That’s the case here with Christopher Jobson, my son, founder of the blog, ”This Is Colossal.”  
Other stamps are commissioned by individuals for their own use.

Designer/Printer Biography: Craig Jobson, a retired Associate Professor, has  transformed 22 
years of art direction for advertising and publishing into a passion for book arts. Though born in 
Detroit, Michigan, he spent his high school and college years in Austin, Texas. After graduating 
from the University of Texas in Austin, he began a graphic design career as an Art Director for the 
National Office of the American Heart Association in Dallas, Texas,  then as Art Director for Tracy-
Locke/BBDO Advertising, also in Dallas, Texas. His publishing career began as a Senior Art Director 
for Holt Rinehart and Winston in Austin,Texas, and finally as Design Director for McDougal Littell 
Houghton Mifflin in Evanston, Illinois. 
       He holds a B.A. in English Letters and Literature and B.F.A. in Print Making and Graphic Design 
from the University of Texas at Austin, and an M.F.A. in Interdisciplinary Arts concentrating in Book 
and Paper Arts from Columbia College Chicago, where he taught for 17 years. His studies about 
the Private Press movement in Britain and the United States resulted in the purchase of a Vander-
cook letterpress and the founding of Lark Sparrow Press - a private press dedicated to printing 
works of contemporary short fiction, poetry, broadsides, and faux stamps. His published book 
and design work has won numerous awards and his work has been collected by many private and 
public institutions.
Artist Statement: Handmade books are found at the juncture of content and process. They are 
often  collaborations by two people who must each understand and appreciate what the other is 
trying to accomplish. The content is shaped by an author through the development of character 
and plot,  economy of words, and an inevitable change of direction as the reader nears the story’s 
end. I explore visual solutions compatible and supportive of the story and the author’s intent. 
There is a dialogue between my feelings, my intellect, and my abilities that is shaped into one 
voice that identifies what will further a good solution. Finally, my mind, heart, and hands collabo-
rate to produce a book using my best abilities to design, set type by hand,  illustrate, choose the 
right paper, print on my letterpress, hand bind, and case in, all attesting to the excellence of a story. 
My aspiration is to craft a paper sanctuary for each story, a place that recognizes a story’s  beauty, 
dignity, and power, as well as creating a forceful memory for each reader made of ink on paper.
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